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COVER STORY

CENTRAL
MASS
IS FULL OF
SUMMER
FUN
Audra Brackett
Central Mass is the place to be during the
summer with festivals that celebrate just
about everything you can imagine, including
music, food, culture, art and cars! If you’re
looking for some summer fun, it’s right in
your own back yard.

JUNE
Concert Series at Indian Ranch
This summer, check out the Yuengling Summer Concert
Series at Indian Ranch. Located on the pristine Lake
Chargoggagoggmanchauggagoggchaaubunagungamaugg (Webster Lake),
concert-goers can enjoy a picnic while listening to a wide range of musical
acts. This year, the concert series features names like Bare Naked Ladies,
Big and Rich, Pat Benatar and Neil Giraldo and Hunter Hayes.
June 18-Sept. 24; Indian Ranch, 200 Gore Road, Webster; prices vary;
indianranch.com.

Taste of Shrewsbury Street
Experience the diverse dishes the restaurants and pubs of
Shrewsbury Street have to offer, as they once again open their
doors for the 17th annual Taste of Shrewsbury Street.
Enjoy mouthwatering creations while taking in some live
entertainment! Proceeds benefit the beautification of
Shrewsbury Street along Worcester’s Restaurant Row
and local children’s charities.
5-9 p.m. June 20; Shrewsbury Street, Worcester; $25
per button; tasteshrewsburystreet.com.

Black Heritage Juneteenth Festival
Celebrate family, community, freedom and
African American culture and history. This event
commemorates two seminal events on the timeline
of America becoming a better nation: Quock Walker’s
Massachusetts Supreme Court decision in 1783 and
General Gordon Granger reading the Emancipation
Proclamation in Galveston, Texas, in 1865.
June 17; Institute Park at the corner of Salisbury Street and Park
Avenue, Worcester; voluntary donation; visit the Juneteenth page on
Facebook.

Big Dipper Ice Cream Festival
A big favorite for the whole family with at least 10 local vendors
providing an assortment of ice cream treats. While you are enjoying
your ice cream, you will also be helping Children’s Friend, the oldest
family agency in Central Massachusetts, which will benefit from the
festival’s proceeds.
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m., June 24; Elm Park, Worcester; free for children
3 and younger; $2 for children 4-9, $5 for 10 and older; visit the
Facebook page for details.

Nashua River Brewers Festival
A great way to educate yourself on a variety of regional beers is to attend the
Nashua Rivers Brewers’ Festival held in Fitchburg. High-quality craft beers
are brewed for your enjoyment, and there are plenty of fun-filled events for
your entertainment. This event is 21-plus.
1-6 p.m., June 24; Riverfront Park, 100 Commercial St., Fitchburg; $15 in advance, $20
at the door, $1 per tasting ticket; beersforgood.com.
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JULY
Art in the Park
Art in the Park was founded to present public art to a broad community, promote the works of artists, enhance outdoor
spaces, enrich lives and create visibility for the greater Worcester area. Art in the Park is an annual celebration of largescale sculptures in historic Elm Park.
Through Sept. 9; Elm Park, Park Avenue, Worcester; Free; artintheparkworcesterma.org.

Cars of Summer
A popular event in the city, get ready for this year’s showcase of classic and custom cars. Along with the car
show, a car auction, monster truck rides and night city cruises will also be available.
9 a.m.-4 p.m. July 1-2, 9 a.m.-2 p.m. July 3; Green Hill Park, Worcester; prices vary; carsofsummer.com.

Walk & Rock
Come enjoy a variety of live music and great food, courtesy of local bands and your favorite Shrewsbury Street restaurants.
July 13, 20 and 23; Shrewsbury Street, Worcester; free; shrewsburystreet.org/walkrock.

Back 40 Music & Beer Farm Festival
Lilac Hedge Farm will hold its first music and beer festival on the 350-acre farm. There will be
farm activities, kids’ events, music, craft beer, a farmers market, food trucks and much more.
10 a.m.-7 p.m. July 22 and 10 a.m.-5 p.m. July 23; 2415 N. Main St., Holden; $15 for adults
in advance, $20 at the gate, $5 for children in advance, $10 at the gate, free for children younger
than 3; lilachedgefarm.com.

Worcester Restaurant Week
Fill your stomach without emptying your wallet! Worcester Restaurant Week allows people
to sample food from a wide variety of Worcester’s best restaurants without breaking the
bank.
July 31-Aug. 12; various restaurants in Worcester; $25.17 for a three-course
meal; worcesterrestaurantweek.com.

Hot Night in the City
Worcester’s Center for Crafts will once again sponsor a sizzling
side of craft demonstrations in glass, clay, metals and much more,
as well as food and live music, to celebrate summer in the city at a
free block party.
6-9p.m. July 21; Worcester Center for Crafts, 25 Sagamore Road,
Worcester; free; worcester.edu/Hot-Night-in-the-City.
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AUGUST
Latin Festival
Downtown Worcester shimmies to a Latin beat, as participants crowd around City Hall to celebrate Puerto
Rican, Dominican and other Latin American cultures with ethnic foods, a bustling beer
garden, free concerts and much more.
9a.m.-9p.m., Aug. 19; Worcester Common Oval, 455 Main St., Worcester; free;
email culture@worcestermass.org.

Clustertruck Food Festival
Organizer Amy Wexler is excited to be able to feature 32 food trucks
with almost any food genre you can think of, including Korean,
Thai, oysters, vegan and, of course, barbecue. All the food is locally
sourced. There will also be a variety of artisans displaying their
work for purchase, as well as laser tag, sand art and much more for
the children. Wine and beer garden also available.
Noon-7p.m., Aug. 26; Kalon Farms, 339 Seven Bridge Road, Lancaster;
free admission with purchase of a $10 parking pass in advance, access to
Beer and Wine Garden must be purchased in advance; theclustertruck.com

Caribbean American Carnival

well as a

Come and enjoy a taste of the Caribbean at the fifth annual Worcester Caribbean
American Carnival. Enjoy the music, dance and traditional cuisine of the Caribbean, as
parade and celebration of Caribbean American culture.

Noon-7 p.m. Aug. 27; Foley Stadium to Institute Park, Worcester; free; worcestercarib.com.

Central Mass Skate Festival
This festival has grown into one of the world’s largest skate events and has something
for everyone, from long board to street skateboard for all ages and skill levels.
It lasts three days and is full of fun and festivities for skaters and spectators
alike, according to festival founder Mike Girard, of Emgee Events. There
will be music and food and plenty of exciting action to watch.
11 a.m.- 8 p.m. Aug. 4-6; 1 Still River Road, Harvard; free to spectators
(see website for skater registration); skatecentralma.com.

Wachusett Mountain Farm Fresh Fest
The Massachusetts agricultural and specialty food community
will once again celebrate with the Farm Fresh Fest. Locally grown
produce, local food items, crafts and wine-tasting will be just some
of the events happening at the farmer’s market that is open to the
public.
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Aug. 27-28; Wachusett Mountain Ski Area, 499 Mountain
Road, Princeton;$5 in advance, $7 at the door, free for children younger
than 12, admission plus unlimited SkyRide is $13 in advance, $15 at the door;
wachusett.com.
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ENTERTAINMENT / BOOKS

TWO
MEMOIRS
FOR
SUMMER
READING
Kimberly Dunbar
When I picked up Geraldine DeRuiter’s new book, All Over
the Place: Adventures in Travel, True Love and Petty Theft
(PublicAffairs), I expected a book filled with wondrous
tales written about the world’s greatest landmarks and
places I can only visit vicariously through others. However, that was NOT what
it was about. In fact, DeRuiter spends several chapters explaining what a bad
traveler she is; early on in her life of travel (after losing her job, she started a
blog and accompanied her husband on his many work trips), she didn’t even
leave the hotel for fear of getting lost. Instead of being disappointed in a book
that did not uncover the world’s greatest places (she leaves that to her nemesis,
the great Rick Steves), I enjoyed it for what it was: an ordinary woman (and very
talented storyteller) confident enough to share her stories – filled with her own
insecurities and shortcomings – about the lessons she learned and the ways she
found herself through traveling the globe. All Over the Place has many laughout-loud moments, my favorite being the time she peed all over a bathroom floor
as revenge for overcharging her group for bad bread. Humor aside, DeRuiter
brilliantly weaves in more serious topics, like her battle with a brain tumor,
connecting with her father by exploring his home in Russia and facing the
painful deaths of her grandparents by celebrating their lives with family in Italy.
If you find yourself wanting more, check out DeRuiter’s blog, The Everywhereist,
which has garnered lots of international attention and has made many “lists,”
including ones on Time and The Huffington Post. Each post is a carefully crafted
piece of storytelling art, much like the chapters of her book.
Ariel Levy’s new memoir, The Rules Do Not Apply (Random House), is not
as humorous as DeRuiter’s but is, nonetheless, an important and well-written
story about a woman who was raised to believe she was free to do whatever
she wanted, but once she was totally free – due to the devastating losses of
her son, spouse and house – her world fell apart. “The realization of how little
control I had over the life I thought I’d been meticulously crafting for years
was destabilizing,” Levy said. As Levy writes in her book, she comes from a
generation of women for whom certain rules, like those of her mother and
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grandmother, did not apply. She went to college, became
a journalist who traveled the world (interviewing other
independent women), fell in love and got married (to a
woman). When she was ready to become a mother, at
the unconventional age of 38, she got pregnant. But Levy
would soon learn that everyone getting everything they
want – no matter how carefully thought out – was another
rule that didn’t apply.
Levy, childless and alone, was free and forced to sink or
swim in her “sea of grief.” How she was able to pick herself
back up and come to terms with her circumstances is a
story all women should read.

ENTERTAINMENT / MUSIC

RHINO RELEASES COLTRANE’S
WORK DURING THE ATLANTIC YEARS

John Coltrane has taken the spotlight this year with the release of
John Scheinfeld’s highly anticipated Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane
Documentary, which began its theatrical run April 14. Now, Rhino
will focus on the revolutionary music the “heavyweight champion” of
jazz recorded for Atlantic Records with a series of releases.
It all began on June 9 with the arrival of a new anthology that
includes nine tracks selected from recordings the saxophonist made
for Atlantic Records between 1959 and 1961. Trane: The Atlantic
Collection is available on LP, CD and digitally.
The compilation will be followed by mono reissues for five Coltrane
studio albums: Giant Steps, Olé Coltrane, Coltrane Plays The Blues,
Bags & Trane and The Avant-Garde. These albums were recently
issued together as part of Rhino’s boxed set John Coltrane: The Atlantic
Years In Mono. The set received critical acclaim in 2016, including
five stars from Downbeat, which noted, “With no alternate takes
and presented verbatim and presented as the albums were originally
issued, song-by-song, there is certainly a warmth, clarity and a sense
of wholeness that can give new fans a fresh way to listen to Coltrane.”
The mono albums and new compilation cover the time when Coltrane
– after playing on Miles Davis’ Kind Of Blue – was moving away from
the life of a sideman and embracing the role of bandleader. The music
he recorded at Atlantic features some of his finest work, including the
wise blues of “Equinox,” a bright, swinging version of “My Shining

Hour,” the exuberant “Giant Steps,” and the hit single “My Favorite
Things.”
John Coltrane was born Sept. 23, 1926, in Hamlet, N.C. As a child
and teen, he studied the E-flat horn, clarinet and alto saxophone.
After high school, he continued his musical training in Philadelphia
at Granoff Studios and the Ornstein School of Music. He was called
to military service during World War II, where he performed in
the U.S. Navy Band in Hawaii. After the war, he played with Eddie
“CleanHead” Vinson Band, the Dizzy Gillespie Band and Miles Davis
Quintet. By 1960, Coltrane had formed The John Coltrane Quartet
with pianist McCoy Tyner, drummer Elvin Jones and bassist Jimmy
Garrison. He later added Eric Dolphy and Pharoah Sanders. Coltrane
is known for his innovative and expressive jazz. He died in 1967 of
liver disease.
Coltrane is poised to reach a new audience this year, thanks to Chasing
Trane. Written and directed by critically acclaimed documentary
filmmaker John Scheinfeld, it is the definitive documentary film
about an outside-the-box thinker with extraordinary talent whose
boundary-shattering music continues to impact and influence people
around the world.
Some the film’s notable appearances include Bill Clinton, Sonny
Rollins and Common, with Coltrane’s own words spoken by Denzel
Washington.
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LIFESTYLE / PROFILE

A MASTERFUL
BIOGRAPHY
OF A GIFTED
WORCESTER POET
the hand and walks them down the path of a harrowing and traumatic
childhood that the storied poet endured. Her account presses on through
Bishop’s sexual orientation that saw her in a long and secret affair with
Brazilian modernist designer Lota de Macedo.
Right from the outset, Elizabeth Bishop’s life was a daunting challenge.
Bishop was born in Worcester, and her father died when she was only 8
months old. When Bishop was 5, her mother was hospitalized for insanity.
She remained hospitalized until two weeks before Elizabeth graduated
from college. Bishop was raised by aunts and uncles in Massachusetts and
Nova Scotia, Canada.
Asked why she wrote this very personal and human biography, Marshall,
a college professor, grandmother and Belmont resident, said, “A few
years ago, thinking back over my work as a biographer, I began to realize
that the years when I was studying poetry in workshops with Elizabeth
Bishop and Robert Lowell at Harvard had been formative, not just in
making me a better writer.

Paul Collins
Elizabeth Bishop was, across her 68 years of life, a commanding presence
and a detail-oriented Pulitzer Prize-winning wordsmith. Sadly, she only
published 100 of her rather short and concise poems by the time she died
in 1979. In the grand scheme of things, a rather small body of published
work. However, her poetry was compelling and often grounded – not in
lofty flights of poetic fantasy but a reflection of looking at the life, and the
world, through the lens of reality.
Biographer Megan Marshall, herself a Pulitzer Prize-winner for Margaret
Fuller: A New American Life and winner of the Francis Parkman Prize for
The Peabody Sisters: Three Woman Who Ignited American Romanticism,
has penned an insightful and well-written book that explores, in
detail, the life and works of Bishop. Truth be told, when one reads this
captivating book, one can’t help being gripped by the thought that it begs
to be made into a movie. For the life of Elizabeth Bishop is indeed the
grist for Hollywood’s mill and the stuff of which movies are made. With
this biography, Marshall succeeds in putting an all too human face on
her subject. In A Miracle for Breakfast (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), the
author makes the poet come alive again, leaving readers with a sense of,
and feel for, Bishop’s talent and her vulnerabilities as well.
In a raw and unvarnished examination of Bishop’s life, Marshall – who
was one of Bishop’s students when she was, along with the poet Robert
Lowell, a lecturer in a poetry writing workshop at Harvard in 1975
– deftly mixes narrative together with brief snatches of memoir in
exploring intimate details of Bishop’s personal life. She takes readers by
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“I was in the presence of these eminences, witnessing their behavior and
seeing them in different contexts. Lowell brought family members to
class; Bishop visited Lowell’s class as a friend. I began to realize that my
experiences then led toward biography rather than poetry. That’s one of
the reasons I decided to include a brief account of those years in the book.
Readers can see Elizabeth Bishop as I did.”
It’s no secret that biographies are challenging to write. They require an
enormous amount of research and verification and fact-checking – a long
slog for the most accomplished of writers. That said, what comes through
in this one is that it reads as a labor of love. The care that was taken
shines through on virtually every page. Asked about the time involved
in crafting it, Marshall said, “This book was much faster than the two
previous two biographies. I wasn’t raising kids, and I had three straight
semesters off from teaching because of a fellowship, and I’d figured out
how to write a biography.
“There was also a great deal of Bishop correspondence and manuscript
drafts in print to work from. There was great new material at Vassar in
the Bishop papers – love letters, letters to a psychoanalyst – but it was all
typed, and that was never the case with my 19th-century subjects. So this
book took three years, whereas The Peabody Sisters took 20 years and
Margaret Fuller took seven.”
A Miracle for Breakfast is a thoughtful, human and compelling look at
a master poet that many people today don’t know all that much about.
Megan Marshall not only shines a light on the life of Elizabeth Bishop, she
also illuminates even the darker corners of her world. This is a biography
that draws a reader in and doesn’t disappoint.
Paul Collins is a freelance writer from Southborough.

LIFESTYLE / HOME & GARDEN

SELECT THE BEST TOMATOES FOR
YOUR GARDEN AND TABLE
for sauces, soups and preserving. Roma is the
traditional favorite. The egg-shaped fruit
has thick walls and few seeds. Use them
during the growing season for sauces,
chop and add them to an omelet or
can and freeze them for future use.

Melinda Myers
Sliced, sauced or cooked in your favorite
recipe, tomatoes are a favorite and
versatile vegetable. What’s more,
they taste best when grown and
harvested from your own garden
or container.

Expand your options with
San Marzano heirloom paste
tomatoes.
Popular
with
gourmet and home chefs, the
sweet, complex flavor makes
a fabulous sauce. Chop a
few and add them to salads
or slice them and top your
favorite sandwich. You’ll enjoy
the flavor and versatility of this
tomato.

Ensure the best flavor and
greatest results by selecting
the most disease-resistant
varieties and growing your
tomatoes in full sun and
moist, well-drained soil.
Select plants with the growth
habit that works best with your
garden space and gardening
style. Determinate tomatoes are
perfect for small-space gardens and
containers. They grow to a certain
height, stop growing and produce
their fruit over a relatively short time
frame. Indeterminate tomatoes continue to
grow throughout the season, producing flowers
and fruit until frost kills the plant or you prune
off the growing tip found at the end of the main
stem. Stake or tower the plants to save space,
reduce disease and insect problems, and make
harvesting more convenient.

With the vast number of tomato
varieties, selecting the right tomato for
your growing conditions and intended
use is important. (Bonnie Plants)

Further narrow down your selection and grow
varieties best suited to the intended use. Plant
tags often provide recommendations. Save time
and do a bit of research before visiting the garden center. The Bonnie
Plant Tomato Chooser can help you select the best tomato for your
growing conditions and the intended use.
Bite-sized tomatoes are great for salads, relish trays and snacking. Red
Robin and Sweet ‘n Neat produce clusters of red cherry tomatoes on
compact plants. Grow them in containers or even a window box.
Tumbling Tom Red and Tumbling Tom Yellow cherry tomatoes are
compact, cascading plants that create an attractive edible display in
tall containers, hanging baskets or window boxes.
Grow the explosively sweet Sun Gold and Sun Sugar cherry tomatoes.
They’re the candy of the garden and will get even your most reluctant
family members, young and old, to eat their tomatoes. Stake or cage
these tall plants and, if space is limited, grow them in a 24-inchdiameter pot.
Paste and sauce tomatoes have meatier fruit, making them perfect

Grow a few slicing tomatoes.
Most gardeners look for large, juicy
tomatoes to enjoy on their sandwiches,
hors d’oeuvres and salads. Look for
varieties that are suited to the growing
conditions. Solar Flare and Creole are heattolerant and keep producing, despite high
summer temperatures. Start picking tomatoes
as soon as 65 days after planting by growing
short-season varieties like Early Girl and New
Girl tomatoes.
An All-America Selections winner, Celebrity
has great disease resistance and is an excellent
all-around tomato. Grow this determinate
tomato in a cage or stake the plant to save space.

Heirloom varieties have been grown for more than 50 years and have
maintained their original traits and popularity. Cherokee Purple’s
rich flavor rates high in taste tests. The dusky pink fruit with a deep
red interior looks as beautiful as it tastes. Add some fun and sweet
flavor with Mr. Stripey. The irregular striping of the red and yellow
beefsteak-type fruit make this a popular choice.
So, gather your favorite recipes and create a list of both longtime
favorites and new tomato varieties to include in this year’s garden.
For more information, visit melindamyers.com.
Gardening expert Melinda Myers has more than 30 years of horticulture
experience and has written more than 20 gardening books, including Small Space
Gardening and The Midwest Gardener’s Handbook. She hosts The Great
Courses “How to Grow Anything: Food Gardening For Everyone” DVD set and the
nationally syndicated “Melinda’s Garden Moment” TV & radio segments. Myers is
a columnist and contributing editor for Birds & Blooms magazine.
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LIFESTYLE / HOME & GARDEN

USDA PROVIDES FOOD SAFETY TIPS
FOR KITCHEN CONFIDENCE
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates
that each year, approximately 48 million Americans suffer from foodborne illnesses, leading to 128,000 hospitalizations and 3,000 deaths.
Many of these illnesses can be prevented by changing behaviors in the
kitchen and gaining a little kitchen confidence.
Kitchen confidence is simply the confidence in your ability to
safely prepare delicious meals for your loved ones and yourself.
Even armed with grandma’s best recipes, the most experienced
cooks can unknowingly make food safety mistakes that can make
people sick. Be confident in your food safety skills by accessing the
following resources: FoodSafety.gov, the Meat and Poultry Hotline at
1-888-MPHotline and the FoodKeeper app.
You’ll find blogs, roasting charts, storage guidance and the latest news
on food recalls at FoodSafety.gov. You’ll also have access to a wealth of
expertise to help tackle any food preparation challenge.
Among the many tools available on FoodSafety.gov is the
FoodKeeper. It’s available on the website and as a mobile app for
smartphones and tablets. With more than 100,000 downloads
onto Android and iOS devices, the FoodKeeper is quickly establishing
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itself as the go-to quick reference guide for safe food storage. Available
in English, Spanish and Portuguese, the FoodKeeper helps limit food
waste by providing storage information on more than 400 food items,
including produce, baby food, dairy products, eggs, meat, poultry and
seafood. The FoodKeeper also offers customizable notifications that
sync with smartphone calendars to remind users when it is time to
use, freeze or dispose of products.
Protecting families from food-borne illness is one of the Food Safety
and Inspection Services’ primary goals. Food safety specialists on our
Meat and Poultry Hotline can personally answer your food safety
questions on weekdays year-round. The hotline receives more than
50,000 calls annually. This toll-free telephone service, which began
July 1, 1985, helps prevent food-borne illness by answering questions
about the safe storage, handling and preparation of meat, poultry and
egg products.
Consumers can learn more about key food safety practices by following FSIS @
USDAFoodSafety on Twitter or Facebook.com/FoodSafety.gov on Facebook.
Consumers with questions about food safety can call the USDA Meat and Poultry
Hotline at 1-888-MPHotline (1-888-674-6854) or chat live with a food safety
specialist in English or Spanish at AskKaren.gov, available from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

LIFESTYLE / FINANCE

CHOOSE
INSURANCE THAT
FITS YOUR LIFE
Choosing
insurance options
to fit your lifestyle
and budget is a big commitment. We carry
insurance for our vehicles, homes, lives,
health and families, so it’s important to
choose wisely. Finding the appropriate
insurance agency and company takes careful
consideration. Better Business Bureau of
Central New England advises consumers
to shop companies and agencies to find the
best coverage.
“Complaints to BBB regarding insurance
companies typically cover billing and
customer service issues,” said Nancy B.
Cahalen, president and CEO of the Better
Business Bureau of Central New England.
“You want to be sure you are working with
a reputable company that can answer your
questions and concerns. This will help avoid
needing BBB’s dispute resolution services
down the road.”
BBB recognizes the importance of finding
a policy that’s right for you, and has tips to
help you through the buying process.
Identify your needs. How much coverage

is appropriate? What type of insurance do
you need? Try to make a budget to help you
determine what you are willing and able to
pay.
Research. Compare multiple insurance
companies to see the type of coverage they
offer and the cost. Ask friends and family
with similar needs for advice on what
insurance companies work for them. Review
their BBB Business Profile on bbb.org for
background on the company, including
complaint history, customer reviews and
accreditation status.
Shop for quotes. Choose a handful of
companies that seem reliable and might
be able to meet your needs and request a
quote from each. Remember that the lowest
price may not be the best deal. Make sure
the amount of coverage and benefits are
reflected in the cost. If you need multiple
types of insurance, see if the company offers
packages to cover multiple policies. Keep in
mind costs, deductibles, co-pays and other
expenses.
Decide who to work with. Depending on
the business, consumers can buy insurance
directly from the business or work with a
captive or independent agent. A captive
agent represents one specific insurance

company. An independent agent, or broker,
represents multiple insurance companies.
An agent gives consumers a one-on-one to
direct them to a specific policy that suits
their needs.
Read carefully. Before purchasing the
insurance policy, thoroughly read the
agreement. If there is anything confusing,
have the agent or company explain the
contents clearly. Make sure the application
is filled out correctly and completely. Do not
sign an application that is blank and save
copies of all paperwork for future reference.
After the insurance is purchased, review
the policy annually to ensure everything is
still accurate and the policy is continuing to
provide the necessary coverage.
For more information, visit cne.bbb.org.
The mission of Better Business Bureau is to promote
and foster the highest ethical relationship between

businesses and consumers, through voluntary selfregulation, business and consumer education, and

service excellence. BBB of Central New England, Inc.
was founded in 1940 and serves 225 communities
in Worcester, Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin, and

Berkshire counties, as well as parts of Middlesex
County and seven towns in Connecticut. BBB of

Central New England is one of 113 local, independent
BBBs in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
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LIFESTYLE / HEALTH & FITNESS

IT’S TIME TO ANSWER CANCER’S
WAKE-UP CALL TO LIFE
Anyone facing a cancer diagnosis is no doubt walking through one
of life’s darker valleys. But amidst the doctors’ visits, unfamiliar
treatments, anxiety and fear that follow a cancer diagnosis, it’s
crucial that cancer patients maintain a sense of stability and
peace along their journey.
“Cancer is a wake-up call, and the way you choose to answer
it is very important,” said Susan Apollon, author of An Inside
Job: A Psychologist Shares Healing Wisdom for Your Cancer
Journey (Matters of the Soul, LLC; $24.95). “When cancer comes
into your life, it is vital to embrace the idea of healing from
the inside out. Healing from cancer goes far beyond a physical
approach; it is a matter of the soul.”
Apollon, who herself has survived breast cancer, said fear is the
greatest obstacle in facing and overcoming a cancer challenge.
It manifests in the form of stress, depression and anxiety and
hinders your healing potential. Learning to answer that fear by
showing yourself unconditional love allows you to meet your
cancer challenge head-on and gives you the best chance for
beating it.
“Well-being is made up of so much more than physical health,”
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Apollon said. “Therefore, your healing potential is greatest when
you care for your mind, body and soul. You must use every
possible resource to maintain a healthy and functioning immune
system. When you learn to answer fear by tapping into love, hope
and joy, you will make a beneficial shift toward healing that so
many never realize they can achieve.”

A few of Apollon’s principles of healing include:
Choose to see cancer as a gift. When you receive a cancer
diagnosis, the last thing you feel is grateful, but Apollon said you
have a choice in how you view everything that happens to you.
You can choose to lock onto fear and negativity – and spiral into
despair – or you can let cancer be a catalyst for learning once and
for all how to take care of yourself.
“Here’s what often occurs,” Apollon said. “Years before your
cancer diagnosis, life moves you along, and you deal with the
problems and obstacles it puts in your path. You don’t chart your
own course; you compromise, and you allow stress to dominate
you. But hearing ‘you have cancer’ causes you to shift your
perspective about the life you’ve been living. And when you
understand the truth that the responsibilities of life aren’t worth

it, you’re free to fix whatever is not working in your life and start
caring for yourself in a way you couldn’t (or wouldn’t) before.
Even as you work to meet the challenging demands of cancer, you
can live freer and healthier than you have in the past. In this way,
it is a gift and an opportunity.”

system; cut out refined sugar as soon as possible, as it feeds
cancer cells; consume omega-3 fatty acids through coldwater fish
such as sardines, cod, salmon, halibut and mackerel; and filter
your drinking water to remove unknown toxins, heavy metals
and chloride.

Allow yourself to grieve. For many, a cancer diagnosis causes
tremendous grief – not only for your diagnosis but from
unprocessed past grief, as well. Fully experiencing this grief,
instead of holding it in, is healthy and natural. You must allow
yourself to grieve fully.

Do something selfless. While cancer does require you to be
selfish with your energy, it’s important to also realize that any
time you spend helping others also expedites your healing.
Apollon said doing good for others raises your vibrational energy
and supports healing.

“We all grieve differently, and it can manifest in different ways,”
said Apollon. “You may be numb, weepy, anxious or even panicstricken. Remember, it’s okay to have the symptoms you’re having
– whatever they are – and it’s OK to work with a professional
if you need some extra help. Taking the time and the steps to
process your grief, whenever it occurs, is the greatest gift you can
give yourself.”

“Having a positive impact on the world will feel right to you
on a heart level,” Apollon said. “In turn, these feelings will set
off a chain reaction of happiness and healing in your body.
Furthermore, when you’re actively engaged in helping someone
else, you don’t have time to wallow in a sea of worry, grief and
self-pity. Try to find a cause that means something to you and
find a way to help, whether by organizing a fundraiser, teaching
others a skill or simply performing small, meaningful acts of
kindness.”

Utilize crucial tools for healing. In addition to your medical
treatment plan, there are steps you can take to balance your
energies and increase your healing. Remember that a cancer
diagnosis signals the loss of your life as you knew it, and after
grieving this loss, it’s very important to let go of lingering feelings
of negativity, fear and stress.
Use the law of attraction to affirm better health. We live in an
energetic universe, and we – including our thoughts – are energy.
Like energy attracts like energy. Therefore, the words you say to
yourself matter greatly and affect the level at which your energy
vibrates. In order to support healing, your energetic vibrations
need to be high.
“If you choose to dwell in anger, bitterness and grief, not only will
you feel bad emotionally, but the low vibrations you’re emitting
will also weaken your immune system and slow healing,” Apollon
said. “It’s vital to think feel-good thoughts and affirm gratitude.
Positive affirmations can help with this process. Each day – and
especially when you feel yourself slipping into despair – say a few
affirmations to support your healing.”
Here are a few affirmations Apollon recommends: I am healing,
little by little; I am aligned with my heart; I am love and I am
loved; I am grateful for my blessings; My chemo and medications
are helping to eliminate cancer.
Treat nutrition as medicine. If you are dealing with cancer,
become familiar with the concept of food as medicine, Apollon
said. It’s especially important to be vigilant about what you’re
eating when you’re ill, because many illnesses, including cancer,
thrive on specific types of foods – while other foods help defend
against diseases.
An Inside Job covers many dietary guidelines for those facing
cancer, but here are a few basic principles to remember. Avoid
processed foods and drinks and focus on eating whole foods
instead; eat and buy organic whenever possible; eat plentiful
antioxidant-rich vegetables, which stimulate your immune

When choosing your healing team, think integrative
medicine. Today, cancer patients have impressive options for
their medical treatment, but Apollon advised an integrative
approach when selecting your healing team. Yes, it is important
to take advantage of all modern medicine has to offer, but it is
equally vital to find healers who will listen to you, treat you as
an individual and help you choose a protocol that supports your
body, mind and spirit.
“We are lucky to live in a time when Eastern medicine is being
honored and married with Western medicine,” Apollon said.
“A holistic approach recognizes you as an energetic being and
allows you to restore well-being in a variety of ways. My patients
meet with their oncologists and surgeons for chemo, radiation
and surgeries, but they also incorporate acupuncture, reiki,
therapeutic touch, tai chi, qigong, yoga, nutrition programs,
herbal supplements and meditation and mindfulness into their
healing routines. This allows them to care for their whole bodies
and souls – and many have experienced physical healing as well
as an improved quality of life.
“Though nobody wants to receive a cancer diagnosis, your
perspective moving forward will greatly impact the level of
healing you achieve,” Apollon said. “Answering cancer with
unconditional love for yourself and giving your whole self the
energy, nourishment and peace it requires will unburden your
body and prepare you for greater healing.”
For more information, visit aninsidejobforhealingcancer.com.
Susan Barbara Apollon is the author of An Inside Job: A Psychologist
Shares Healing Wisdom for Your Cancer Journey. Susan has specialized in
integrative oncology, grief and trauma for nearly 30 years and is a breast
cancer survivor and a researcher of consciousness and energy. Susan’s other
books include: Touched by the Extraordinary (Book One); Touched by the
Extraordinary, Book Two: Healing Stories of Love, Loss & Hope; Aff irmations
for Healing Mind, Body & Spirit; and (coauthor) Intuition Is Easy and Fun.
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DESTINATION TRAVEL IS THE ULTIMATE
GIFT TO YOURSELF
Merilee Kern
For those busy, hardworking and ever-attentive people who love to
travel and have a penchant for warm and balmy locales, there’s no
better reward than a relaxing respite amid an ocean breeze.
Today’s breed of private villa rentals have become the ultimate in
luxury lodging for leisure travelers, thanks to the vast array of benefits
and creature comforts that come standard. While maximized privacy,
uber-personalized service and heightened cultural immersion are
certainly key, the benefits of renting a private villa residence extend
far beyond. There are also the elite few that offer accommodations
and amenities that rival a high-end resorts, like custom-prepared
meals from a resident private chef, 24/7 butler service, housecleaning
services, security, private infinity-edge ocean view pool and more.
And then there’s Puerto Vallarta’s one-of-a-kind Casa Dos Cisnes – a
10,000-square-foot premier private oceanfront villa with breathtaking
views of the Pacific.
This five-bedroom colonial style beachfront home extends all of these
benefits and more to ensure each guest’s needs, desires, hopes and
expectations for an extraordinary private villa vacation are fulfilled.
In doing so, this remarkable retreat is single-handedly setting a new,
and decidedly elevated, standard for luxe travel that you will not soon
(or ever) forget.
Located in Jalisco, Mexico’s fifth largest city and one of the region’s
safest states, Casa Dos Cisnes Puerto Vallarta is an exceptional option
for a first-class getaway. With complete privacy and security in the most
exclusive residential area in Puerto Vallarta, including its own two-car
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garage, you can commandeer this entire stylishly-appointed authentic
Mexican residence with all of the relaxation, solitude and discretion
that affords. The result is a one-of-a-kind holiday that proffers an
unparalleled culinary and luxury living experience.
For those gourmet, food-loving travelers, this property goes over and
above to ensure each gastro-oriented guest’s foodie-forward private
villa vacation expectations are fulfilled. This includes custom gourmet
meals prepared on-site by a dedicated 5-star private chef specializing
in Mexican-contemporary cuisine and served in an elegant dining
room. This private gourmet chef also prepares what this villa calls a
“Magical Mexican Fiesta” – a lively evening of regional food, cocktails
and Mexican musicians entertaining at the property. This is available
to guests in addition to three full meals a day, plus snack and happy
hour service, which can be served in the dining room or on the dining
terraces at the main and pool levels.
But the baroque benefits of Casa Dos Cisnes far exceed these epicurean
exploits, as there are a bevy of other premium amenities like a fully
equipped state-of-the-art gym, large media-entertainment room,
concierge and spa service, musicians for hire, VIP treatment at the
city’s leading beach club and most renowned restaurants and more.
Given the astonishing hoard of highlights found at Casa Dos Cisnes
that can only be realized in its exclusive private villa setting, this is an
experience that will endure in your heart and mind forever.
The Luxe List Executive Editor Merilee Kern scours the luxury marketplace
for exemplary travel experiences, extraordinary events and notable products
and services. Submissions are accepted at TheLuxeList.com. Follow her on Twitter
@LuxeListEditor and Facebook at TheLuxeList.

LIFESTYLE / FOR THE GRANDKIDS

FOR THE GRANDKIDS
BOOKS
Nutti the Squirrel Who Couldn’t Eat Nuts
All squirrels eat nuts, but then Nutti is not your average squirrel. The lovable
squirrel can’t wait to try his first nut, but then disaster strikes! Nutti suddenly
falls very ill and has to go and see Dr Owl. After looking at his symptoms – from
sickness to a tummy ache – it is revealed that Nutti is allergic to nuts. The news
is a huge shock to Nutti, who now believes he will never be a real squirrel like his
family and friends. Nutti the Squirrel Who Couldn’t Eat Nuts is the first in Caroline
Brown’s children’s book series. Already endorsed by both national charity, Allergy
UK, and reviewed and given the thumbs up by Anaphylaxis Campaign, it is the
perfect informative, and fun, storybook for parents to read with their young children.
amazon.com.

EDUCATIONAL PLAY
Wipenote
Summer vacation is almost here! Chances are you’ll be doing some traveling with
the grandkids. Aside from all the video games and tablets, it can be challenging to
find interesting, creative activities to keep kids busy in the car or on a plane. Get your
grandchildren curious about new destinations and nurture their love of art with an
accessory that’s great for long trips. The Wipenote erasable notebook allows kids to write,
draw and erase as many times as they want. With 50 pages, it only takes seconds for ink
to dry, and it can be wiped away with a damp towel. Let your grandkids write and
draw all their exciting experiences from your memorable family trip with Wipenote!
wipenote.com.
Sophie’s Stacking Flowers
Once your grandbaby is old enough to sit up on his or her own, it’s time to entertain them
with new, more challenging playthings. Stimulate baby’s imagination and encourage him
to make up his own stories with Sophie’s Stacking Flowers toy! Delightfully decorated with
a pretty pattern featuring Sophie and friends, these eight colorful flower-shaped cups help
your baby at various stages of his or her development. sophiethegiraffe-usa.com.

OUTDOOR PLAY
Svan Giant Net Swing
The Svan Giant Net Swing makes the perfect play set for your backyard. Simply attach
the swing to a tree or metal frame and bring on the fun! This sturdily-constructed
swing supports multiple passengers (220 pounds and two children) and features a steel
frame with foam safety padding for extra security. The swing also comes apart for easy
storage during the colder months. Now when the grandchildren visit, outside play will be more
fun than ever!
svan.com.
Svan Ride On Crane Digger
Take your playtime fun to the sandbox with Svan’s Ride On Crane Digger. This interactive
toy can be played with in the sand or the snow. Dual controls allow children to swing
and grab with the crane scoop, helping kids learn manual dexterity and improve hand-eye
coordination. Built with sturdy metal construction, this chair rotates 360 degrees
for unrestricted play. Your grandchildren will have a blast digging in the sand
with this unique toy. svan.com.
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PARENTCARE

SIMPLE CHANGES
TO STAY SAFE
IN THE HEAT

While “official” advice is important and helpful, it’s interesting that
some of the things our parents did to keep cool are coming around
social media again as “life hacks.” For example:
•
•
•

•

Liz Foss
Have you ever noticed that as you get older, you like the temperature
around you to be warmer? We grew up in a cool home in order to save
on the heating bill, but when our parents were older, they kept the
house nice and warm. Now, when we visit our children, we complain
that their house is too cold. I guess we are destined to become like our
parents in some ways!

•
•

Many seniors we work with keep their homes very warm. Our
staff has learned to dress in layers. But when summer heat comes,
sometimes it is too much of a good thing. How can seniors protect
themselves from too much heat?

•

Here are some ideas from the Centers for
Disease Control:
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Stay hydrated. Drink plenty of water, even when you don’t
feel thirsty.
Stay in a cool, air conditioned space. Public spaces such as
senior centers, libraries, movie theaters and shopping malls
are all places to try if your home is too warm. “Cooling
areas” are set up in schools and other public spaces during a
prolonged heat wave.
Take a cool shower or bath to cool down.
If you need to be outdoors, try not to schedule activities in
the middle of the day when temperatures are highest. Wear
sunscreen and loose, lightweight clothing. Pace yourself.
Try not to use the oven to cook, as it will heat up the house
even more. Now’s the time for the grill!
Check on your neighbors and have them do the same for you.

•

•
•

Keep your blinds closed during the day.
Open the windows at night to let the cool air in, then close
them during the day to keep the cool air in.
Place a bowl of ice in front of a fan at an angle that allows
the fan to blow the cool air where you need it. Better than
air conditioning!
Placing a cool, wet cloth on your neck or wrists can really
help you to keep your cool.
Soak a hat with cold water. Wring it out before wearing.
If you still have a hot water bottle, try filling it and putting
it in the freezer. Put it at the foot of the bed before you
get in.
Another idea for the bed: Spraying the sheets with cool
water before getting in to help you chill out.
Maintain different parts of the house at different
temperatures, so everyone can stay comfortable and avoid
“thermostat wars.” (We’ve all worked in offices where you
had to wear a sweater even when it’s sweltering outside,
right?)
Close off parts of the house not in use.
Move your bed to a lower level if possible. Remember
sleeping out on the porch?

I guess it’s inevitable that many ideas that our parents have always
used come around again as new – and not only those about how to
stay cool when it’s hot outside. Here’s to enjoying the warm weather
and staying safe!
Liz Foss runs the Worcester area Seniors Helping Seniors, a non-medical, in-home
care agency. Having worked as an accountant for nonprofits for many years, Foss
now has her own business, which hires active seniors to help people remain in their
homes for as long as possible. Seniors Helping Seniors provides services in Worcester
County. For more information, visit seniorshelpingseniors.com/worcesterarea, call
(508) 885-6004 or email Foss at shs.foss@gmail.com.

PARENTCARE / CAREGIVING NOW

PRODUCTS FOR SENIORS
The right products can help caregivers make those they are caring
for safer and more comfortable. Here are our picks for products you
might want to try if you’re caring for a loved one.

grade tools, including the REACTION Knee Brace, a responsive,
webbed approach to knee pain that absorbs shock, disperses energy
and shifts pain away from your knee. painsandstrains.com.

SAFETY

PAINCAKES
PAINCAKES are reusable cold packs that stick and stay exactly
where you put them, solving the vexing problem of keeping a cold
pack where you position it. These 5-inch circular PAINCAKES
require no straps, no tape and no awkward contraptions to keep them
in place. The innovative, patented gel pack provides targeted cold,
localized cryotherapy, and PAINCAKES are hypoallergenic, free of
latex and silicone and filled with medical-grade gel. pain-cakes.com.

Ambrosia Scents
As we have seen in the past, burning candles and their hot wax can
cause fire hazards, health issues and burns. Now, one new product line
offers innovative, decorative, safer scent diffusers. Ambrosia Scents
and sachets are a portable, wax-free, heat-free, mess-free way to fill
any home with soft fragrances, soothing lighting and attractive decor.
The unit’s whisper-soft, rechargeable fan blows over the scent filled
sachets, sending a subtle, pleasant fragrance through the home without
fear of fire or other potential health issues.ambrosia-scents.com.
Comfort Design Mats
Comfort Design Mats are high-quality mats created to complement
home décor while keeping seniors safe and comfortable. They are
constructed with non-toxic and durable spongy foam. Long-lasting
and high-quality, Comfort Design Mats were originally designed as
play mats, but can be adapted to increase seniors’ safety in their own
homes. comfortdesignmats.com.

HEALTH
Knee Osteoarthritis Care Kit
Did you know knee arthritis affects 30 million people in the U.S.?
Pains and Strains has created a time-saving and affordable solution.
The Knee Osteoarthritis Care Kit is designed to ease the pain of
arthritis in the knees, slow the progression of OA and get individuals
back to living a healthy, active lifestyle. Each kit provides the latest
physical therapy techniques and exercise programs, as well as medical-

SLEEP/RELAXATION
Oojra home fragrances
Oojra’s premier home fragrances will transport users to a whole new
world in the comfort of their own home using aromatic essential oils.
The perfect final touch to any home environment, their beautiful reed
diffusers provide feelings of relaxation, romance, focus and balance.
Their most popular fragrance, the Thai Jasmine Bamboo Diffuser,
inspires romance and relaxation while leaving behind impressions of
fresh bamboo and garlands of flowers. oojra.com.
Dreampad
The Dreampad is a pillow which uses a patented sound technology
to calm the nervous system. Music is played from a phone app and
delivered through the pillow by a tiny Bluetooth receiver. The user
can select songs from a number of music options and set the music to
play for a few minutes or for the entire night. Research by Columbia
University Medical School and other research organizations have
shown positive results for neuro-typical individuals, as well as those
with Autism Spectrum Disorder. dreampad.com.
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LOCK 50

BRINGS NEW
AMERICAN CUISINE
TO WORCESTER

plate ideal for sharing.
Sardines have a less-than-fascinating reputation. But after some
considerable questioning of Matt, our server, we decided to take the
plunge. What I didn’t want was canned sardines packed in oil or
another format more associated with feline dining.
Au contraire! These were freshly marinated fillets with a tinge of tart
vinegar that didn’t completely conceal the flavor of the tender, silverskinned fish. The soft fillets were pressed onto slices of grilled rustic
bread; the plate was sprinkled with tiny currants, each providing a spark
of flavor, and a generous scattering of pine nuts. For flavor contrast,
the plate was heaped with a tangle of sweet onion marmalade and the
sardine crostini were topped with softened greens.
Visually attractive, flavorful and imaginative. The die was cast.
With our second small plate, Potato Gnocchi, the chef gave
subtle elevation to basic Italian peasant food. His gnocchi were
perfectly executed – puffy, tender and classically formed. Their
delicate flavor was enhanced with creamy-soft blue cheese and
narrow slices of scallion. All that softness was topped with
a golden crown spun from sweet potato threads fried until
crispy and brittle.
Matching the sophistication of these dishes, Lock 50 has also
engineered the environment of its dining room with a jazzedged Afrobeat soundtrack and artwork on the walls. Neither
are overwhelming; both asserting a sense of singular place.
From the moment we pushed the gleaming chrome grill of
the front door, the feeling of crafted space impressed.
This brings me to our “large plate,” Lock 50’s Cassoulet, another
dish with peasant roots, this time from the south of France. For many
chefs, this can prove a perilous dish; one I love to order but all-toooften find disappointing.

Bernie Whitmore
Sports bars, pubs and grills keep springing up around us like dandelions.
This is not a bad thing because these restaurants have really stepped up
their quality and selection in recent years. We all enjoy the informal
format and appreciate a meal someone actually made from ingredients
instead of tapping into an industrial source.
But when it comes to what I personally refer to as the “Big Flavor” –
referred to more formally as New American or Fusion cuisine – the
options in Worcester considerably diminish. These are the places with
creative, experimental chefs who aren’t afraid of unusual ingredient and
cuisine combinations, who challenge us with bold dishes that reawaken
the dining experience.
To my considerable pleasure, we encountered that on Water Street at
Lock 50. The format’s a bit daintier than most New American venues;
no mason jars or mismatched flatware here. Lock 50’s one of the more
sophisticated dining venues to come to Worcester in a while. And it
has an extraordinary staff that “lives the mission,” providing expertise,
enthusiasm and soul.
So if you’re ready to deal with silverware that keeps clattering off your
plate, buckle up and get ready for some memorable dining. Octopus
Croquettes, perhaps? We started with Marinated Sardines, a small

Not so at Lock 50. For the most part, the chef hewed to the classic
format: white beans are blended with shredded chicken confit –
mellow and rich – then ramping up the complexity with bits of pork
belly. This could become a work of thudding richness for richness’ sake
except for a couple features. First, the bits of spicy sausage. Few and far
between, the occasional morsel that turned up on our forks was so tasty
that it seemed to set the flavor of this dish on fire. For textural contrast,
the cassoulet was topped with a crunchy-tart salad featuring goldenskinned apple slices.
But there was another aspect to this cassoulet that mystified me in a
very good way. Bringing the elements of the dish together was another
ingredient of subtle flavor and seductive texture. I couldn’t determine
what it might be, so I asked Matt, “Are these bread crumbs?” “Marrow
crumbs!” he replied. Merveilleusement délicieux!
Lock 50 has two floors; downstairs, on this particular evening, one
of its themed wine tastings was in progress, and the room was filled
to capacity with a high-energy crowd enjoying live music, plenty of
wine and appetizers. Upstairs, the dining room was much quieter and
conducive to fine dining. Look for Lock 50’s patio this summer.
The Canal District’s fabled waterway exists in our collective
imagination. Lock 50, on the other hand, is genuine dining based on
the skill of a very creative chef.

Lock 50 • 50 Water St., Worcester • (508) 379-3400 • lock50.com
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KUMMERSPECK
IS A HYBRID –
PART RESTAURANT,
PART DELI
Rachel Shuster
Located
at
118
Water
St.,
Kummerspeck is a new comfort food
eatery serving local food, including
meats and produce, in Worcester’s
Canal District.
The eatery, which is part sit-down
restaurant, part butcher shop, is the
dream that Matt Mahoney, former
chef de cuisine at the Butcher Shop
in Boston, and his wife Rachel Coit,
former sous chef at Sportello in Boston,
have brought to life.
“Kummerspeck is a hybrid of
restaurant and delicatessen. The name
‘Kummerspeck’ in German literally
means ‘grief bacon,’ but culturally
translates to ‘weight gained due to
emotional eating, whether happy or
sad,” Coit said. “We are focused on that
idea – showcasing good, local food that
just makes you feel good.”
Mahoney and Coit met at the New England Culinary Institute in
Montpelier, Vt. “We graduated from there, moved and worked in
Ashville, N.C., for a while, moved back to Massachusetts and worked
in Boston, and now we’re back in the Worcester area,” Coit said.
Being locals themselves – Coit from Harvard and Mahoney from
Spencer – coming back to their roots and opening a local spot in
Worcester feels good. “We really thought Worcester needed a place
like this, and we are so excited to bring it to the people of this city. We
just want to offer classic stuff that people want. Opening in Worcester
really spoke to us,” Mahoney said.
Being partly a butcher shop and deli, Kummerspeck offers meats like
prime rib, sausage and various charcuterie items but also offers plenty
of meats for those that are a bit more adventurous, including tongue,
heart, stomach and kidneys.
As for the sit-down dining options, Kummerspeck, which seats
about 50 to 60 guests, offers traditional comfort food with a twist.
Menu items include meat and potatoes, sweetbread, prime rib, beef
Wellington, wiener schnitzel, shrimp and grits and German favorite

kasespatzle, which is a form of
mac and cheese.
“Our menu is always fluid. There
are certain things that are staples
that you’ll always find, like the
wiener schnitzel and shrimp
and grits, but many of the items
evolve as the seasons evolve
and what’s available. You’ll
find classic French and Belgian
cuisine on the menu all the way
to Ramen nights,” Mahoney
said.
As the menu remains fluid, the
same philosophy goes for the
price points. “Our price points
are very approachable, but you
can also splurge if you want
to. You can come and have
something nice for dinner at
$15-$16, or an entrée for $23$24, or if you want to splurge,
you can have ribeye that will be around $40. We are giving people
options,” Mahoney said.
Beyond great food, Kummerspeck also offers cooking classes for large
or small parties that can be customized based on what food items are
available, as well as butcher classes! “Everyone can grab a knife, and
we can go through the process of butchering an entire pig together,”
Mahoney added.
Mahoney and Coit are also involved in exciting events showcasing
their local cuisine and skills such as at Lettuce Be Local’s annual
Local Farmer Dinner.
You can also find brunch at Kummerspeck for special occasions like
Father’s Day, and plans to have brunch every weekend are in the works
for the future. You can also book the entire space for private events.
For more information, visit Kummerspeck’s Facebook page.
Hours:
Retail delicatessen: Mondays-Saturdays 10 a.m.–7 p.m., Sundays
10 a.m.–5 p.m. Restaurant: Open every day except Tuesdays with
lunch 11a.m.–4 p.m., dinner 5-11 p.m.
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THE BLACK ALE PROJECT

Kerry Cyganiewicz
Dave Pappas is a former Marine and a non-combat veteran of
the Persian Gulf War. As a beer blogger at beer-journal.com, the
Harvard resident developed many contacts throughout the craft beer
community, and as a veteran, he witnessed firsthand the struggles of
those coming home from war. Dave wanted to find a way to help and
decided to combine the two into one and form The Black Ale Project.
The basic premise behind The Black Ale Project is that a brewery
agrees to brew a dark style of beer and donate a portion of the
proceeds to a charity of their choice. The specific charity and
donation must be chosen ahead of time and posted for the patrons
of the brewery to see. Dave is not a charity; he prefers to be called
a “philanthropic facilitator.” He merely matches breweries willing to
participate in this charitable endeavor with veterans charities. Dave
prefers that breweries use veterans charities that have been screened
by a website called charitynavigator.org to make sure that the funds
are used for their intended purpose. To give you an idea of the local
impact of Dave’s initiative, to date, Medusa Brewing in Hudson has
raised $7,095 for the New England Center and Home for Veterans,
and Wormtown Brewing has raised $3,000 for Veterans, Inc.!
The beers being released for The Black Ale Project are pretty special.
Medusa Brewing sold out of an entire seven-barrel batch of a milk
stout in two short weeks. Wormtown brewed an American brown
ale, which is a style that is not usually seen and, quite frankly, one of
which I’d like to see more. Stone Cow in Barre brewed one that I am
so sorry I missed. It was a stout brewed with maple syrup and bacon
called Operation Bacon. Stone Cow donated more than $1,000 to
Pets for Vets.
Getting back to Dave, I cannot stress enough that he does not receive
any of the money raised by The Black Ale Project. No salaries, no
free beer. No reimbursements for expenses like mileage, hotel rooms,
business cards or for his website. He is at every release for every beer
but has yet to take a penny.
“I won’t even touch the giant cardboard check in the press pictures,”
Dave told me.
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Please consider supporting these great breweries for taking the time
to support this great cause.

Here is the list of breweries that have already
brewed beer for The Black Ale Project:
Medusa Brewing Company
Wormtown Brewing Company
Good Measure Brewing Company
Stone Cow Brewing Company, Prohibition Brewing Company
Idle Tyme Brewing Company
14th Star Brewing Company
Castle Island Brewing Company

Here is a list of breweries that are confirmed to
release a beer to benefit The Black Ale Project:
Lost Nation Brewing
Brewmaster Jack
Exhibit A Brewing
Foundation Brewing Company
Lone Pine Brewing Company
Barreled Souls Brewing Company
Fore River Brewing Company
Brazo Fuerte Artisanal Beer
True West Brewing Company
Black Project Spontaneous and Wild Ales
Urban Farm Fermentory
Idle Hands Craft Ales
SoMe Brewing Company
Dirigo Brewing Company
Barrel House Z
How can you help? It’s simple: Buy a beer, help a veteran!
For more information, visit blackaleproject.org.
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BE SUN SMART
Everyone loves to have fun in the sun. While you’re out enjoying the sun,
it’s important to stay safe in the sun.
“Many of our customers, especially those predisposed to skin cancer,
have told us that sun protection is just as important as style, comfort
and durability,” said Sara Wolf, co-founder of HydroChic, maker of sunprotective active swimwear and cruise wear. “That’s why we follow the most
stringent guidelines when selecting our fabrics.”
HydroChic recommends that sun worshippers keep some guidelines of
their own in mind before heading out to the bright outdoors. The company
has created a list of helpful tips based on the three most important factors
of sun safety: natural conditions, sunscreen and skin coverage.

Respect and understand nature
The American Cancer Society reports that even though skin cancer is the
most preventable kind of cancer, it’s on the rise! The sun doesn’t just send us
warmth and light; it also sends UV (ultraviolet) radiation, which is known
to cause skin cancer, premature skin aging and eye damage, and can weaken
the immune system. By the way, these rays penetrate through clouds and
can bounce off of water, concrete and even snow.
Tip: The sun’s rays are strongest between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.; consider
planning your activities accordingly.
Tip: Remember that those harmful rays are everywhere except indoors
and in the shade.

Don’t forget the sunscreen
Women of a certain age remember when people sat outdoors to “work on
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their tans” using reflective devices, tanning lotion and even baby oil.
Today we know with 100 percent certainty how very dangerous this
practice is. Sunscreen should be taken very seriously whenever you go
outdoors, not just to the beach or pool.
Tip: Don’t skimp on sunscreen. Apply it liberally wherever the skin is
exposed – especially on children.
Tip: Because sunscreen loses effectiveness after two hours, apply it
frequently, and be sure to reapply every time you swim, perspire or
towel off.
Tip: Don’t forget your ears, neck, lips and exposed scalp area.
Tip: Read the label. Always use “broad spectrum” sunscreen, which
protects against both UVA and UVB rays. SPF 15 is adequate for
everyday use, but SPF 30 is recommended for extended outdoor time.

Cover up
Whether you’re at the beach or on a cruise, walking through the
woods or running errands around town, clothing and accessories are
your best defense against UV rays every day of the year. Here are some
ways to ensure optimal protection (and look snazzy at the same time):
Tip: Keep sunglasses and a wide-brimmed hat on hand whenever you
head out the door. Some people keep a second set in the car.
Tip: When getting dressed, remember: the darker the color and the
tighter the weave, the better the protection.
Tip: Shop smart – HydroChic only uses fabric with a UPF rating of
50+, the industry’s maximum rating.
For more information, visit hydrochic.com.
HydroChic, LLC, maker of sun-protective active swimwear and cruise wear,
was co-founded by Daniella Teutsch and Sara Wolf and launched in May 2008.
HydroChic is based in New Rochelle, N.Y.
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